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DISCUSSION: It is the method by which cognitive interaction taKes place for the 

funFtional purpose of yielding a theoretical conclusion of one's social practice 

to either push the movement of cognition forward from the particular to the 

general or from the general to the particular. 

10/19/85 

PROCESS: l\1y practice dtw ing the fc•rmat ion of PA ,!, the Summer· MarKeting Campaign 

SOURCES: Bill 

900: Theory is the codification of practice when derived from the completion of 

the C of K. 

904: Resistance to use of administrative methods 

906: Quantity of labor i�vested was in direct proportion to verification of PC 

value in contradiction to development of socialized proper·t::-· 

907: Establishment of alliance of non-struggle with Mona 

908: Procedural direction of process vs. Ideological struggle and building 

organizational structure 

909: Reacting to events and suggestions vs Analysis and completion of C of K. 

Objective Side: 

Born and raised as oldest child and first son of US & British missionaries 

during the height of US imperial power, and during wane of British power. Only 

white Kid for miles around. Servants did the household production. Value was 

greatly inflated simply because of being born into that class position. PicKed 

up on abstract intellectual sKills but resisted training in practical sKills 

from non-OI. Both parents went into the church from worKing class bacKgrounds. 

Des�ite DI coming from conditions of metaphysical racism, I internalized my 

conditions as verification of personal supremacy. 

Histo�ically my practice has been in contradiction to programs which have a high 

degree of organizational structure and accountability. Every time the struggle 

heightened to a certain extent, I moved to disassociate self from that program. 

External Condition[ 

The main external condition this summer was being in a lp. position in 

establishing a business, which by definition demands a high level of 

organization and account at• i 1 it::-· (f in.;..nc ial & economic). I was also in an 1 p 

position for a production program which also demanded efficient organization. 

Both forms were facing the contradiction of maKing the leap from personalized 

FOO to business level FOO. 

On my job I was able to maximize value because it is in a tr-ansitional stage. A 

new team leader is trying to eliminate the disorganized personal implementation 

which prevails, but at the same time he is new as a team leader and does not 

give much direction. Having struggled through similar situations in TJE I was 

able �o contribute to the process, especially in form. Because the low level of 

others practice, I appeared relatively organized and productive. Because of the 

history of the team there was not a high standard of productivity demanded. 

Internal Basis: 

Internalization of historical condition: My qualifications for personal 

supremacy• were purely external: m::-· f.;..mil:l, the color of my sKin, m;,o sex, rather 

than a sKill or ability. This created the following contradiction: my BWOL was 

that I was supposed to be supperior but I lacKed internal basis to prove 

superiority. This is basis for strong metaphysical reaction to struggle: 

e�ther fiercely externalize struggle or am demoralized because it confirms the 

historical fear of being hollow inside. 


